
OCT Case Review - Q&A

Question Answer

1 Is the deep curvature of the OCT B-scan in a myopic 

fundus such as in the ERM case actual or an artifact of 

the scanning process?

Myopic eyes are longer and more curved than 

emmetropic eyes.  The curvature observed in the B 

scans is real and due to the actual eye's anatomy.

2 What would the VA be with a macular hole like the 

one shown?

Macula holes often result in compromised VA, 

however the amount it affects vision varies quite a lot.  

Generally VA will not be 20/20 and visual distortions 

often occur.

3 Can we bill for OCT and photo on the same day? The Optos website and customer portal offer imaging 

related coding information developed by Corcoran 

Consulting Group; however, we recommend clinicians 

check with their local providers for specifics and 

address questions to an independent billing expert.   

4 Is there any difficulty obtaining clear views through 

corneal scarring dense cataracts or vitreous hemes?

The Silverstone uses a swept-source light source at a 

long frequency (1040 nm) that penetrates ocular 

media opacities very well.  The Monaco uses a 

wavelength centered on 840 nm similar to other SD 

OCTs so is more affected by media opacities.

5 What is the expectant life of the laser in the 

instruments?

The lasers are robust; they can last 20 years or more 

and generally do not need to be replaced due to age.

6 How can you measure lesions on the retina? When you open up a B scan, you can select the 

annotation option in the OA software and select the 

measurement tool ('ruler').  You can then use this tool 

to make measurements on the B scan and could 

measure any lesion this way.

7 How does the scan resolution of Monaco compare to 

other company's' OCT machines?  

The Monaco spectral domain OCT has axial resolution 

less than 7 microns and provides excellent image 

quality similar to other SD OCTs.  

8  What are the advantages of Optos OCT devices 

compared to other OCTs? 

The most significant advantage of both the Monaco 

and Silverstone devices is the combination of high 

resolution OCT with single-capture optomap ultra-

widefield fundus imaging.   Combination products like 

Monaco and Silverstone can speed clinic flow and 

help doctors identify more retinal pathology.   

9 Do Optos systems include software to compare 

images over time?

Yes; all Optos, optomap systems include easy to use 

tools to compare images from visit to visit.  Optos 

systems also include tools for comparing optomap 

images captured with different imaging modalities.  

This program generated so many questions we are not able to address them all in writing.  The Q&A below is a 

subset of the submitted questions; we have may an effort to include questions asked by multiple attendees.   


